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Abstract—This study investigates the possibility providing gully erosion map by the supervised classification of satellite images (ETM+) in two mountainous and plain land types. These land types were the part of Varamin plain, Tehran province, and Roodbar sub-basin, Guilan province, as plain and mountain land types, respectively. The position of 652 and 124 ground control points were recorded by GPS respectively in mountain and plain land types. Soil gully erosion, land uses or plant covers were investigated in these points. Regarding ground control points and auxiliary points, training points of gully erosion and other surface features were introduced to software (ilwvs 3.3 Academic). The supervised classified map of gully erosion was prepared by maximum likelihood method and then, overall accuracy of this map was computed. Results showed that the possibility supervised classification of gully erosion isn’t possible, although it need more studies for results generalization to other mountainous regions. Also, with increasing land uses and other surface features in plain physiography, it decreases the classification of accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GULLY erosion causes damages to vulnerable agricultural lands, water pollution by soil particles and chemicals, and mudflows which may affect urban areas. In contrast to the effort during the last decades to investigate sheet (inter-rill) and rill soil erosion processes, relatively few studies have been focused on quantifying and/or predicting gully erosion. Gullies can develop as enlarged rills, but their genesis is generally more complex, involving sub-surface flows and sidewall processes. The geographic distribution of gullies is one of the most important information required for soil conservation. Large gully systems have received much attention from researchers using modern geospatial analysis [2, 4, 5, 6].

The possibility to use the aerial photographs for soil mapping has been known for a long time. Commonly they were used to support conventional geomorphological methods [8], and also for direct identification of sheet, rill and gully erosion [9], [10]. But it should be regarded that field survey and photo interpretation for gully erosion mapping at the national scale is time consuming and expensive [11]. The extension of the use of modern spatial information technologies, such as geographical information systems (GIS), digital elevation modeling (DEM) and remote sensing, have created new possibilities for research as a key for gully erosion mapping [2] that is economical due to low costs as well as quickness [11].

Gully erosion is a serious problem in many parts of the world, and particularly in Iran, because of climate, lithology, soils, relief and land use/cover characteristics. In Isfahan province as a pilot design, Rahnama [12] investigated the possibility of preparation of soil erosion features map by aerial photograph interpretation and concluded similar results. He recommended satellite imagery and GIS for this aim. Sirvio et al. [13] have investigated gully erosion hazard assessments in Taita Hills, SE-Kenya, applying airborne digital camera orthomosaics and GIS for small-scale studies and field measurements for large-scale studies. Detection of distribution and intensity of gully erosion and main factors affecting gully erosion were investigated within Taita Hills and changes during the last 50 years. Raoofi et al. [11] categorized rill and gully erosions in Taleghan basin-Tehran province by using visual interpretation of images derived from the fusion of ETM+ bands and Cosmos image. Also a map of ground truth from eroded regions was provided by using Cosmos image as well as visual interpretation and field observations. Measurements had indicated an approximate 80 percent accuracy for the categorization. Allan James et al. [14] investigated the ability of the ALS (Airborne Laser-Scanning) topographic data to identify headwater channels and gullies for two branching gully system in frosted areas and to extract gully morphologic information. Regarding results, at the gully network scale, ALS data had provided accurate maps- the best available- with robust detection of small gullies except where they are narrow or parallel and closely spaced.

Mohammadi Torkashvand and Nikkami [15] concluded that the integration of three data layers (land use, rocks erodibility and land units) in GIS is a suitable method in providing erosion features map such as gully erosion. Mohammadi Torkashvand [4] differentiates photomorphic units on satellite images as homogenous units with the view of gully erosion and introduced it with data layers integration method as the best methods in providing gully erosion map. The aim of this
paper is to prepare soil gully erosion map by the supervised classification of satellite images in two lands type including mountainous and plain physiographies.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

ETM+ Satellite images (year 2004) were used for supervised classification of gully erosion. For investigation of the possibility supervised classification of gully erosion, 3 lands type were considered including:

1. A square-form part of bare low lands in Varanin plain, Tehran province, with 14394 ha located between 51°43′E and 52°00′E, 35°14′N and 35°20′N (basin 1).
2. Above lands (low lands) mixture with cultivated lands located between 51°44′E and 52°02′E, 35°15′N and 35°21′N with 29303 ha area (basin 2).
3. The Roodbar sub-basin, Guilan province, with 102898 ha located between 49°15′E and 49°51′E, 36°43′N and 37°02′N (basin 3) has been considered as a basin in mountainous land type. Land uses were agriculture lands, rangelands, forests, woodlands and olive orchards. This basin is a part of Alborz mountains strain.

Image processing included radiometric correction, selecting best bands for making color composite with regard to the O.I.F.1, making principal components 1, 2 and 3, resampling spectral bands and principal components to the panchromatic bands, georeferencing by the nearest neighbour method, making different color composites using the spectral bands, and linear stretching and filtering in different stages for preparation of color composites. All color composites were compared and the best color image was selected for the distinction of gully erosion. From DEM, a hill shade layer was prepared and overlaid on a color composite that obtained 3-D view possibility. Investigations show the possibility visual distinction of small and medium gullies on the satellite image are not possible, therefore, by using optimum index factor, 3 bands that had least common information were selected. Therefore, bands 5, 3 and 1 were combined to make a color composite 325 RGB, of course, at first these bands extended by linear stretching.

The position of 652 and 124 ground control points were recorded by GPS respectively in mountain and plain land types. Soil gully erosion, land uses or plant covers were investigated in these points. Regarding ground control points and auxiliary points, training points of gully erosion and other surface features were introduced to software (Ilwis 3.3 Academic). The supervised classified map of gully erosion was prepared by maximum likelihood method and then, overall accuracy of gully erosion map was computed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It should be regarded that the visual detection of large gullies is not difficult on images, but there is a problem in distinguishing small gullies. Previously, it had been talked that processing ETM images for distinguishing gully erosion intensities were done, but this processing did not caused to detect the small and medium gullies. Hajigholizadeh [16] also for providing surface, rill and gully erosion maps in five basins in Tehran province, Iran, by using images visual interpretation, concluded that recognition of surface, rill and small gully erosion is very difficult with due attention to images resolution. An applied hypothesis in this study was the possibility of satellite images classification regarding spectral reflexes for detection of gully erosion. This hypothesis can be considered with regards to gully sidewalls angle and change in its spectral reflex than environs. Table I shows the results of the supervised classification of gully erosion in plain physiography. In basin 1 that is a homogenous plain with bare lands, accuracy was 85.9%. When these lands were accompanied with cultivated lands (basin 2), accuracy decreased to 59.4%. Decrease in accuracy is because of digital number interference between gullies and cultivated lands. DN difference between gullies and environs is very obvious in a homogenous plain.

With the current availability of high-resolution satellites such as IKONOS and QuickBird options for detecting and monitoring individual small-scale features have increased, although not yet reported in literature. The visual interpretation provided usually good results and despite of intensive development of numerical interpretation approaches, it is still popular. It is used mainly for erosion mapping of large areas in third world countries [17], [18].

Table II shows the supervised classification results of gully erosion and other surface features in mountainous physiography. The greatest accuracy is related to forest land use but this value is only 49.8% for gully erosion. Therefore, results denote to a low accuracy in providing gully erosion map that is not acceptable. Previous studies of Mohammadi Torkashvand [4] indicated that the photomorphic units’ map derived from processing satellite images had a 89.9% conformity than ground truth map of gully erosion. Raoofi et al. [11] computed an accuracy 80% of gully erosion map derived from visual interpretation of Cosmos images than ground truth map. The highest spectral reflexes interference of gully erosion exists with range lands and then agriculture lands. From 325 ground control points (pixel) having gully erosion introduced to software, only 162 pixels had correctly been classified in supervised classified map; 102 and 42 pixels were also classified in range lands and agriculture lands categories, respectively.

| TABLE I |
| RESULTS OF THE SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL GULLY EROSION IN PLAIN LAND TYPE |
|---|---|---|
| Gully erosion in basin 1 | 456 | 392 | 85.9 |
| Gully erosion in basin 2 | 687 | 408 | 59.4 |

1 Optimum Index Factor
Investigations in basin 3 (Roodbar sub-basin) indicated that gullies size in mountain regions are mostly not required size that their pattern be detectable on satellite image. Even when depth and sidewall slope of a gully be high until to differentiate its DN because of change in spectral reflex, again is not required size that be dominant feature at a pixel 28×28 m. We know that the spectral reflex of a pixel is a mean DN of its different features and when a feature is dominant, it influence pixel DN. Therefore, gullies are maybe detectable in a homogenous plain with very low change in slope and relief because of its DN difference than environ that is very obvious, but in mountainous regions with great variations in slope, natural relief, contrast and small size of gullies, there isn’t the possibility for supervised classification of gully erosion. When we have a ground control point with distinct coordinate of gully erosion, this pixel isn’t introducer of gully erosion, unless gully erosion is dominant in this pixel. Since gullies are linear features and generally distant (the classification of gully erosion is regarding gullies size and its distant), DN of a pixel is only not related to gully erosion.

### IV. CONCLUSION

In general, results showed that the possibility supervised classification of gully erosion isn’t possible in a mountainous region, although it need more studies for results generalization to other mountainous regions. Also, with increasing land uses and other surface features in plain physiography, it decreases the accuracy of classification.
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